An Emotional-Evolutionary Technique for Higher Level Goal Definition in a Multi-Purpose Artificial Creature
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Abstract. Artificial Creatures are embodied autonomous agents living in a virtual world, like e.g. in a computer game or in ethological simulation studies. Usually, these artificial creatures may have general high-level goals, like survival, killing opponents, feeding, mating, discovering the world, etc. These general high-level goals must be turned into low-level goals in time and space in order for the agent to generate its final behavior within environment. This paper presents an emotional-evolutionary technique which encodes each high-level goal into a particular emotion, and using a blend of such emotions as a fitness function in a genetic algorithm, evolves particular goals in time and space in order to drive the creature's behavior.

1 Introduction

The research field of autonomous intelligent agents comprehends a powerful abstraction for many kinds of practical applications, from mobile robotics to computer games. One of the classical problems in this context is the problem of autonomous navigation in complex environments. This problem appears e.g. in the case of mobile robotics, where a mobile robot needs to decide a trajectory, since an initial point up to a target, without colliding with obstacles (possibly minimizing the distance covered and/or the time of travelling). Another example of the same problem would be the development of intelligent opponents in computer games, where an intelligent control system must decide the actions to be provided by an agent in order to foster a good entertainment to the system user, simulating with realism the behavior of a human opponent.

Several alternative frameworks are possible in order to deal with this problem, depending on the aspects we want to emphasize. One possible form to systemize the problem is to consider it in the sense of an artificial creature which exists in a certain environment, moving itself in this environment and acting on it [1].
Classical solutions for this problem are well known in the field of artificial intelligence [14] usually involving state machines, search algorithms and, eventually, logic programming. More advanced algorithms may use neural networks, fuzzy logic or evolutionary computation.

More recently, the concept of emotion, as brought from cognitive psychology and philosophy, was suggested in the literature, as an alternative way of dealing with this problem [2, 3, 13, 12, 19, 5, 6, 20, 15, 16, 4, 10].

There is no consensus, though, on what exactly are emotions. Different approaches have different views for what it is and how to model them. For example, Ortony [11] views emotions as “valenced reactions to events, agents, or objects, with their particular nature being determined by the way in which the eliciting situation is construed”. Soman [17, 18] understand emotions as internal “alarms” which give a momentary emphasis to certain groups of signals. Damasio [7, 8] make a distinction between “emotions”, which affect the body and “feelings”, which are a cognitive introspection of an emotion. Other authors may have further different views for what emotions are. For some of them, emotions work like “amplifiers” for motivations. For others they are homeostatic processes related to physiological variables [5]. Some authors, instead of a single concept of emotion, develop a complex “emotional system”, where many different concepts like “motivations”, “drives”, “impulses”, “affections”, “needs” and other terms are used to represent different aspects of this emotional system.

In artificial creatures [3], emotions are usually employed in order to drive behavior, being used as a criteria for action-selection mechanisms. A problem, though remains to be solved. In a multi-purpose artificial creature (e.g. a character in a computer game), there are many different higher-level goals which need to be satisfied, like survival, killing opponents, feeding, mating, discovering the world, etc. The creature needs to decide, at each point in time and space, what to do next, and so decide the next lower-level goals, like where to move to, actions to be performed, etc.

In this article, mixing ideas from emotion-based control systems and evolutionary computation, we present a technique for higher level goal definition in the case of a multi-purpose artificial creature.

The architecture in which this work is based on, was suggested originally in [9], which defines an autonomous creature equipped with a sensorial and motor apparatus capable to navigate through an environment full of objects with different characteristics. Objects do have “colors”, such that each “color” is associated to: a degree of “hardness” (varying from 0 to 1), which works like a friction coefficient in order to slow down the creature movement (or totally block it) over places where there are objects of this color; a “taste”, which can be bad or good (varying from -1 to 1); and an ability to drain or supply “energy” (which also may vary from -1 to 1). The creature owns an internal battery which is rechargeable. Touching an object which supplies or drains energy would change the charge of this battery. The creature can navigate in this environment, and many goals may be prescribed. An elementary goal will be to navigate from an initial point up to a target point, avoiding collision with some undesirable objects at the envi-
environment. There may be, however, some cases in which this collision is desirable (as in the case of objects that work as energy suppliers). The general goal would be to generate the agent behavior according to the different purposes that may be attributed to it.

Two levels of control have been considered: a lower level of direct control and a hierarchically superior level, of target decision-making (see Figure 1). At the level of direct control, the input is a target point to be reached by the creature. The creature must move from its current position up to this target point, without collisions with obstacles. At the level of target decision-making, the system must define the target points to where the creature must move itself, considering a set of higher level general purposes for the creature’s existence. Together, the levels of direct control and target decision-making generate a complex behavior for the creature. The level of direct control was extensively addressed in [9], by means of a reactive/deliberative strategy which is responsible for the generation and execution of plans for the navigation to the target point. In this work, we extend the work of [9] by developing the superior level of target-decision-making.

The level of direct control only deals with the low-level goal of safe moving the creature along a set of obstacles. The level of target decision-making, allows for the consideration of a higher levels set of general purposes for the existence of the creature. Examples of higher level purposes in our case are: to explore the environment, taking care of the creature’s energy balance and to learn an optimal policy regarding the distance to maintain to obstacles in order to have a safe navigation. To generate a behavior which considers together all these purposes, we made use of three emotional metaphors: curiosity, hunger and fear. Curiosity will be responsible for the creature’s exploratory behavior. Hunger will be responsible for the maintenance of the creature’s energy level. And fear must fine-tune the collision avoidance behavior.

2 Experiments and procedures

A sketch of the creature’s sensory-motor structure can be seen at Figure 2. The creature does not have an “a priori” map of the environment. Based on the sen-
sorial information, the creature builds an incremental map of the environment, which is used to generate movement plans. A more detailed account of the creature structure and dynamic model used in the simulator and the internals of the low level direct control can be found in [9].

In this work, extending the work in [9], we deal with the higher level target decision-making sub-system, which defines at each moment, the next point to where the creature should move. According to [1], an artificial creature may have four types of standard behavior: (i) appetitive: behavior is directed towards an attractive object or situation; (ii) aversive: behavior is directed away from negative situations; (iii) exploratory: behavior is directed toward stimuli that are novel in the environment and, finally, (iv) neutral behaviors relating to objects that are neither appetitive nor aversive. It is interesting to note that our choice of “hunger”, “fear” and “curiosity” corresponds to the choice of an appetitive, an aversive and an exploratory behavior. In this experiment, we do not contemplate the “neutral” behavior.

The level of direct control (as in [9]), already incorporates the emotion “fear” during the generation of a plan. This plan only considers the objects it already knows to exist at the environment. However, in [9] this fear was defined by heuristic means, encoded by a given (hard-coded) utility function. Here, we developed a more flexible mechanism, where this fear can increase or diminish, as such as the creature enters in contact with objects that represent obstacles. Or, in other words, the creature learns to have “fear” while interacting (colliding) to unpleasant objects. Moreover, this fear is also used at the determination of the creature’s next target. The determination of the next target is not a simple task. Depending on the situation, different behaviors can be desirable. In the case which the creature’s energy level is high, we would expect the creature to develop an exploratory behavior, going to parts of the environment which are not already known. However, in the case which the energy level is low, we would
expect the creature to search within its map for a known power source and go
to there. After being re-energized, the creature may return to the exploratory
behavior. To implement this hybrid behavior, we developed two distinct strate-
gies, one which is hard-coded, explicitly creating some rules of priorities among
the emotions, and another one that makes an automatic blend of all emotions
and derives a final decision, based on a genetic algorithm.

2.1 Description of the Hard-coded Algorithm

In our first experiment, emotions are considered in a hard-coded way, giving
explicit priority on some emotions before others.

In this algorithm, if the energy level is higher than a certain level, a random
point is chosen to be the next target. If the curiosity function associated to this
point is below a certain level, than another random point is generated, until a
qualified point is reached. The algorithm uses then the direct control defined
in [9] to develop a plan which the creature puts into execution until the target
is met. This step implements only implicitly the emotions of fear and curiosity.
Fear is just a metaphor for the utility function which is used to derive the
plan by direct control. Curiosity is also just a metaphor for the utility function
which computes the degree of "awareness" of a given point. This is the standard
behavior for the creature.

However, in the case which the energy level is below a certain limit, a new
behavior starts to run. The creature stops seeking its standard target, saving it
to resume in the future, and start looking for the nearest point (in its map) where
it knows there is an energy supplier located. It uses than the direct control to
build a plan to reach this point. After getting in contact with the energy supplier,
the creature waits until its energy level increases up to the maximum, and after
that, it restores the original target back, with a new plan given by the direct
control.

It may be observed that the hard-coded algorithm imposes explicitly a fixed
way of interaction among the emotions, leading to a fixed set of behaviors, ac-
cording to the following rules:

- Fear (to collide with obstacles): the algorithm normally search to prevent
collisions. If a collision happens, the agent increases its "caution factor";
- Curiosity (search for unknown points at the environment): Curiosity mea-
sures whether a given point is already known by the agent;
- Hunger (to keep energy balance): Hunger leads to an exception behavior,
  where curiosity is disconsidered in order to generate the next target.

The hard-coded algorithm has many limitations. Perhaps, the most obvious
one is that the emotional metaphor, although useful in order to inspire the
algorithm development, does not allow for a generalized way to deal with different
situations. The interaction among emotions need to be treated case by case.
When it is desirable to include new emotions within the system, these new
emotions shall require an extended specification on how it will interact with all
the other already implemented emotions. The treatment of conflicting emotions
\[ x_3 = \alpha x_1 + (1 - \alpha) x_2 \]
\[ y_3 = \alpha y_1 + (1 - \alpha) y_2 \]

Population Size = 1000 individuals
Crossover Prob. = 0.5
Mutation Prob. = 0.1

**Fig. 3.** Genetic Algorithm Parameters and Operators

may require the generation of exceptional behavior, which may require a special treatment nearly case by case. To solve these restrictions, we tried to develop an algorithm which could be generalized in an uniform way, not requiring special behaviors, and allowing for the addition of new emotions without too much effort. The result is the following algorithm.

2.2 Description of the Genetic Algorithm

In order to solve the aforementioned problems, a genetic algorithm (Figure 4) was conceived, where a population of possible target points shall evolve, using as a fitness function a combination of all the utility functions, one for each designed emotion. This combination results in a function of “desirability”, that will mix fear, hunger and curiosity.

Initially this population of “potential targets” is generated randomly. At each evolutive step, these “potential targets” start to evolve, becoming confined to some regions of space where the “desirability” is higher. For the genetic algorithm, each target is encoded in the form of a chromosome containing a position \((x, y)\) in the two-dimensional space. The crossover between two chromosomes is made by means of a linear combination between the two points represented by each chromosome, resulting in a point that is located somewhere in the straight line which bounds the two points (see Figure 3). A mutation operator translates a given point somewhere into its near neighborhood. All the possible goals are evaluated regarding its “desirability”, and a process of elitist selection only keeps in the population the potential targets with greater “desirability”.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 present the details for an example of simulation using the genetic algorithm. Figure 5 shows the environment where the creature develops its navigation. Figures 6 and 7 represent the internal map constructed by the creature, in different instants of the simulation. Figure 6 shows a situation in the

**Fig. 4.** The Genetic Algorithm
**Fig. 5.** A Plain View of the Environment

**Fig. 6.** Representation of the Emotional Factor *Curiosity* (different levels of gray). Green spots are the possible targets.

**Fig. 7.** Optimized Situation: creature with a higher knowledge of the environment.

**Fig. 8.** Situation where the energy level is low: Targets are concentrated around energy suppliers.

Beginning of the simulation, where the dark areas represent unknown parts of the environment, implying in great curiosity and so great desirability for possible targets. Please pay attention to the distribution of light-green points inside these areas. They represent the population of possible targets being evolved by the genetic algorithm. Figure 7 shows a further time in simulation, where the creature already had the chance to know other areas. Observe that in this case, the number of dark areas is lower, and the possible targets are concentrated in a smaller range of locations.

Figure 8 shows another simulation (in a different environment), in a situation where the creature's energy resources are too low. Notice that, in this case, the locations where there are objects with energy supply do attract a bigger desirability. Pay attention to the concentration of possible targets under these objects.

### 3 Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the simulation results, we generated some measurements, which we present in the following. Figures 9 and 10 show the variability of the creature's
energy level over time. Figure 9 shows the results for the hard-coded algorithm and Figures 10 shows the result for the genetic algorithms with populations of 1000, 3000 and 5000 individuals. Observe the behavior in both cases. The creature starts will full power and have the energy decreasing until it reaches the level of around 30 or 40 % when it then get refueled. The behavior is more or less the same both for the hard-coded algorithm and the genetic algorithm.

Figures 11 and 12 show the variability of the creature’s fear over time. Fear is computed as a function which calculates the distance to the closest undesirable object at each time. We could not get any kind of correlation between these graphics, showing that completely different solutions where performed by each case of the algorithms.

Figures 13 and 14 show the variability of the unknown parts of the world over time. Figure 13 shows the case for the hard-coded algorithm and Figure 14 shows the case for the genetic algorithms, with populations of possible targets of 1000, 3000 and 5000 individuals.

We can see that in both cases, the creature increases its knowledge of the environment up to 100% after some time. In this case, we detected a small difference in efficiency among the many algorithms we simulated. The hard-
coded algorithms is less efficient, gaining total knowledge of the environment only around 430s. The genetic algorithm with population size of 5000 individuals gets the same 100% with around 390s. The genetic algorithm with population sizes of 3000 and 1000 individuals also performed better than the hard-coded algorithm.

As a general evaluation, we may conclude that both the hard-coded and the genetic algorithm do have a similar behavior, achieving their main generic goals of exploring the environment, maintaining their energy level and avoiding collisions with obstacles, with a slight difference to the genetic algorithm. But, on the other side, the genetic algorithm has a great advantage in terms of scalability. For the hard-coded algorithm, for each new emotion that we would like to include, all the algorithm needs to be redesigned. In the case of the genetic algorithm, only a small change in the desirability function is required, if we intend to include a newer emotion. As a conclusion, we may reach that the genetic algorithm is more advantageous than the hard-coded one.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an emotional-evolutionary technique for higher level goal definition in a multi-purpose artificial creature. This technique encodes each higher level goal into a separate emotion, and then a genetic algorithm is used to evolve a population of candidate lower-level goals, in order to drive the final creature behavior. This strategy, up to a certain point, would be comparable to how lower-level human goals are chosen amongst a population of candidate ideas. Each idea is evaluated by means of the emotional value it is able to arouse, and the most prominent idea, in emotional terms, is chosen to be performed. There is a random component, brought by genetic algorithm, and also some kind of intelligent behavior, as the emotions are higher-level goals encoded in a normalized form. We understand that the current experiments only suggest this insight, being still not definitive. But the present study shows the viability of such technique, and motivates us to continue this line of investigation.
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